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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.

8. (a) Compare the write through and copy back

schemes for writing data into cache

memory. 7

(b) What is associative memory ? Derive

match logic for one word of associative

memory. 8
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Unit I

1. Write and explain the procedure for addition

and subtraction of two numbers represented

using signed 2's complement data

representation. 15

2. What do you mean by register transfer language

(RTL) ? Write any five conventions used in

RTL. 15

Unit II

3. (a) Define instruction format. Explain

different types of instruction formats. 7

(b) Compare and contrast the features of

RISC and CISC architectures. 8

4. What is the need of different addressing

modes ? Explain any five addressing modes

with suitable example. 15

Unit III

5. Write and explain the operation of DMA. 15

6. Define a micro-program sequencer ? With the

help of neat diagram explain the operation of

micro-program sequencer for control memory.

15

Unit IV

7. (a) Define virtual memory. Explain the virtual

address to real address translation

processes with suitable example. 10

(b) A virtual memory has an address space

of 8K words, a memory space of 4K

words, and page and block sizes of 1K

words. The following page reference

changes occur during a given time

interval :

4, 2, 0, 1, 2, 6, 1, 4, 0, 1, 0, 2, 3, 5, 7

Determine the four pages that are resident

in main memory after each page reference

change if replacement algorithm used is :

(i) FIFO

(ii) LRU. 5
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